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CENTRO HISTÓRICO DE VALENCIA
Ocho siglos de arquitectura residencial

This 18-years-long research has analyzed the historical housing 
in Valencia, not necessarily monumental but also humbly ones, 
from 1240 to 1940, studying the built and material culture and 
technology that hides behind the residential architecture in 
this long period, from the rammed earth and brick walls to the 
renderings, windows, carpentry, balconies, grids, interiors, 
decoration, pavements, entrances, floors, roofs, etc. This study 
establishes indications, patterns and chronotypologies in 
order to identify the age and manufacture of a wall, a floor, 
a glass, a door, a hinge, etc. throughout these eight centuries. 
It is a sort of historic built grammar of Valencia, with its 
syntax and architectural vocabulary, as well as the traditional 
patterns of “writing” on the palimpsest of the city, with the 
final objective of acquiring the necessary knowledge in order 
to raise awareness and sensibility towards the conservation of 
the built tissue of the city.
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This research began to take shape with restorations of the 
architects – and authors of this study – of several anonymous 
buildings within the town plan, with no protection, and the 
confirmation of the entire universe of historic and cultural 
material hidden in these constructions.

This research, on the constructed grammar of the historic 
centre of Valencia and its syntax, began 18 years ago and aims 
to open the eyes of inhabitants and visitors to the value of the 
city’s material culture and to watch over the conservation of 
this built testimony which is disappearing day by day with 
every demolition, as Victor Hugo (1829) said, cancelling the 
pages of the book of the city’s history, which is not reflected 
alone or only in its monuments, but above all in the anonymous 
and often humble fabric of its residential architecture.

Therefore it is essential to emphasise the intrinsic values of 
the residential architecture of the historic centre of Valencia, 
to show the evolution and distinctive nature of its materials, 
techniques and architectural elements and their syntax, as 
well as assessing its buildings as a multi-layered palimpsest 
often spanning different periods. 

This research is an attempt to draw up a sort of architec-
tural grammar of housing in the historic centre which can 
fill the gap in our knowledge of the city’s built and material 
culture.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The historic nucleus of the centre of Valencia does not seem 
to attract the attention of outside visitors. Firstly,  it does not 
really have striking buildings other than monuments and 
palace residences. It is not well conserved, but discontinuous 
and dotted with new buildings from the second half of the 
20th century. There has also been a proliferation recently of 
hollowed-out buildings, with historic façades maintained as 
screens and interiors completely replaced, ignoring the fact 
that the interiors of buildings are as valuable as their façade 
and that often, the interiors are much older than façades, 
which were often realigned in the 19th century.

The progressive destruction of the historic centre in the 
second half of the 20th century and early 21st century, and 
specifically, the last twenty years, has dotted the historic 
fabric with distortions in the shape of modern buildings 
foreign to their context, robbing it of historic coherence and 
homogeneity.

This research was born of a reaction to the apparent impassivity 
regarding this gradual and irreparable loss. Housing in the 
historic centre of Valencia is as much part of the city’s history 
as its monuments. This study aims firstly to open the eyes 
and sensitivities of readers to know more about this neglected 
architecture and secondly, to enable this knowledge to lead to 
its being valued and conserved. Much has been lost in recent 
decades, but there is still time to preserve what is left. 
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La progresiva superposición de la cartografía histórica
con el plano actual, además del estudio cruzado de las
alineaciones realizadas y de la fecha probable de ocu-
pación de la parcela y construcción de los edificio, per-
mite aventurar una hipótesis de clasificación de los nú-
cleos constructivos históricos con el objetivo de identificar
qué edificios pueden ser estratificados, a pesar de su
fachada más o menos reciente y, por tanto, suscepti-
bles de esconder estructuras y elementos de la ciudad
más antigua. En este mapa, denominado “Hipótesis de
clasificación de los núcleos constructivos históricos”, es
decir, un mapa que identifica los edificios que, a pesar
de tener una fachada de finales del XIX o principios del

XX, podrían esconder perfectamente caracteres, elemen-
tos, estancias, etc. correspondientes a otras configu-
raciones. Evidentemente algunos de los edificios mar-
cados podrían no presentar tales características, pero
tras una comprobación por muestras entrando en una
serie de edificios se ha podido comprobar que en la ma-
yoría de los casos la identificación realizada sobre el ma-
pa corresponde a la realidad construida.

Por último se ha superpuesto el plano de Hipótesis de
clasificación de los núcleos constructivos históricos con
el plano actual de protección de la edificación de la ciu-
dad derivado a su vez por la unión de diferentes norma-
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Comparación entre edificios protegidos 
y no protegidos

Edificios con protección 1

Edificios con protección 2

Edificios con protección 3

Edificios antiguos no protegidos, bajo el
amparo de la genérica e ineficaz protección
ambiental
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nometría y en algunos casos los reduce para permitir la
vista de los edificios de las zonas posteriores. Sin embar-
go, esta operación arriesgada resulta de utilidad desde
el momento en que, redibujando el plano del siglo XVIII,
se puede conseguir superponer al plano del siglo XIX y
por tanto al actual de forma que sobre todo se pue-
dan leer los llenos y los vacíos, es decir la edificación exis-
tente a principios del siglo XVIII y los espacios que que-
daban todavía sin edificar.

Comparación del estado actual con el
planeamiento de 1892

HIPÓTESIS

Edificios con posible presencia de estructuras 
anteriores al plano del padre Tosca sometidos 
a alineaciones (en el plano de 1892)

Edificios posteriores al plano del padre Tosca 
y anteriores a 1892

Edificios de nueva planta marcados en el 
plano de alineaciones de 1892

Edificios posteriores a 1892 y anteriores a 1950

Alineaciones del plano que se corresponden 
con los perfiles actuales

Detalle del Plano geométrico de Valencia, F. Ferrer, 1831
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METHODS
A database was created compiling all the documentation 
collected onsite for each of the buildings in the historic centre. 
This thorough documentation, of over 50.000 photographs, 
was classified and named by street and police number,  
archived by elements, cross-referenced with the data obtained 
from the archive files, books and technical guides of the city 
and research articles, mainly in order to add data relating to 
the architects and to the year of construction or renovation.

Another addition is that of the detailed research on some 
case studies associated with the professional work carried out 
by specialist heritage architects who have had the chance to 
work in depth, executing precise surveys, structural studies, 
stratigraphies, classification of materials, pathology and 
construction mapping, archaeometric studies, comparisons 
with archive documents and photographic documentation. 
Some of these case studies were also the object of restoration 
so that, during the work, further details and secrets were 
discovered relating to the historic construction techniques 
used in the city, as well as confirming the possibility of 
rehabilitating historic housing for contemporary use.

Moreover, when drafting the chapter on regulations, we 
analysed historic and current regulations in the city in the 
light of their effects over time, comparing with regulations 
in other Spanish and European cities to establish the extent 
of the differences, the existence of other regulations and their 
application in individual cases.

The methodology used was the result of combining several 
reasoned approaches: history of the city, documents stored 
in the archives, study and classification of elements, 
research in traditional construction through the treatises 
and manuals of historic constructions and the first-person 
literary accounts of the protagonists that these include. 

Firstly, study was carried out of the historic documents found 
in the Municipal Historic Archive of Valencia Town Council, 
examining up to 8.000 files on construction dating from 1764 
to 1940. We also studied the city’s historic cartography in 
search of data relating to the composition and built materials 
of buildings. We consulted extensively the archaeological 
files stored in the Municipal Archaeological Research 
Service of Valencia Town Council, as well as examining their 
substantial collection of archaeological finds.

To this consulting work, we should add the direct 
comparative study of specific buildings and techniques 
through mensiochronology, chrono-typology, archaeometry, 
stratigraphy, history, and the technical evolution of the 
different trades involved in the manufacturing of elements 
(ironwork, joinery, pottery, masonry, etc.). In the last 18 years 
of research, multiple physical and chemical analyses have 
been carried out relating to the classification of materials 
(brick, mortar, plaster…), classification of types of wood 
used in construction, and dating using different techniques 
(carbon dating, thermo-luminescence…).

47

Perspectiva escenográfica de Valencia, 1738. T. Planes Sculp
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RESEARCH PROCESS
During the last 18 years, we also received several isolated 
grants from the regional government in order to research the 
constructive features and the protection system of the city 
and from our university to study the historic renderings of 
Valencia. 

In this prolongated period, we have also been able to test 
methods for the study and analysis of historic centres, in 
parallel studies developed for other cities and villages like 
Miravete de la Sierra in Teruel (2008), Chelva (2008 and 
2010), and Málaga related to the cities of the North of 
Morocco (2012). The research, writing and edition of three 
restoration manuals for traditional architecture -  Renovar 
conservando (2007), Aprendiendo a restaurar (2011, 2nd edition 
2014) and Lazos de alarife (2013)- have also contributed 
greatly to our own awareness and the development of a 
clinical eye, to some extent, to unveil reasons and materials of 
the intricate construction of historic architecture.

Although this research is very ambitious, it does not aim to 
be an ultimate study on the city but rather a starting point 
for further in-depth study following new paths, through 
monographs which expand on each of the themes. In every 
restoration or even every visit to the interior of a building 
it is possible to discover new data and expand knowledge 
about the anonymous city.

From our position as architects and researchers in heritage at 
the Universitat Politècnica de València we began to study, for 
example, mensiochronology or the variations in size in brick 
in the city over time, following experiences from other cities 
and based on an article published by the archaeologists from 
SIAM – the Municipal Archaeology Service in Valencia. 

It soon became apparent that mensiochronology did not 
provide sufficient information over an extended period 
to allow the brick to be dated, so we began to observe the 
individual bricks in relation to their mortar joints, that is 
to say, the walls themselves provided a clear and interesting 
picture of the evolution of brick constructions within the city 
(Cristini, 2008, 2009). 

The study of the walls was followed by others devoted to 
floors and ceilings, balconies, joinery, roofs and plaster. 
These were provided by the research work, dissertations and 
doctoral theses of Valentina Cristini, Maria Diodato, Paolo 
Privitera, Luca Maioli and Vincenzina La Spina, who have 
written some of the chapters in this study. The research on 
the historic interiors of the centre of Valencia by Federico 
Iborra was carried out in parallel with and independently 
from the rest of studies in this research. Other studies, 
master’s dissertations and doctoral theses on the subject are 
also following suit, but are not yet developed enough to be 
included in this research.
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FASE 1
(1580 aprox.)

FASE 2
(1750 aprox.)
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FINDINGS AND IMPACT 
This is a specialised in-depth study full of extensive graphic 
and written information on small everyday details of 
the historic centre. However, it has been designed in an 
informative way to be easily consulted and to attractively 
present this knowledge to anyone with an interest in the 
historic centre of Valencia. 

Knowledge is an essential condition for conservation. We 
have witnessed the indolent demolition of lots of anonymous 
housing buildings at the city center, some of them several 
centuries old, simply because no one gave any value to the 
material built culture of the city. The research process was 
open and inclusive, which allowed sharing and contrasting 
the results with students, professionals, inhabitants and city 
visitors. It also allowed us to witness the gradual sensitizing 
process of locals and foreigners, who have admitted that they 
now walk the same streets with a different sensitivity, more 
aware of what they are seeing, recognizing and valuing all the 
details that used to go unappreciated.

The work has been developed constantly in touch with the 
technicians of the Regional Government and Valencia’s 
City Council, who have generously offered their knowledge 
and made suggestions. Also, the results of the investigation 
during the diverse phases have been submitted electronically 
to the same technicians so they could use the information as 
reference for protecting and safeguarding the buildings of the 
city centre. 

Contribution to the conservation of cultural heritage:

•	 Historical value: this research revealed the transcendence 
of the built history of the city through its big and small 
architectural details and how the cancellation of all 
these testimonies through their demolition implies the 
disappearance of a part of the history.

•	 Cultural value: this study proved the importance within 
the architectural tradition, of the city of Valencia and, by 
extension, of any other international historical city. This 
work has equally vindicated the identity nature of traditional 
housing, so much that their disappearance ends up as a huge 
cultural impoverishment.

•	 Environmental value: this research proved that, in most 
cases, the historical transformation dynamics of the city 
have been extraordinarily sustainable because it has been 
traditionally based on modification, transformation and 
restoration operations of the existing building, and rarely its 
complete demolition to allow the construction of a new one. 

•	 Education and social value: during its elaboration, the 
research has been shown to several groups of students and 
citizens during peripatetic classes that took place walking 
around the city itself, identifying the architectural elements 
and teaching how to read the built palimpsest both in the 
façades and the interiors of the housing buildings.

Citations in specialized journals: e-rph (n.17, 2015); PH (n.89, 2016); 
Ecohabitar (n. 50,  2016); APT Bulletin:  Journal of Preservation Technology 
(n.47, 2016); CyTet-Ciudad y Territorio (2016); Palladio (n.56, 2017); 
Abrente (n.48,  2016); Archivo de Arte Valenciano (n. XCVII,  2016).
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